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ABSTRACT 

The fragmentation of 56Fe at 1.88 GeV/nucleon has been studied on 

H, Li, Be, C, S, CU, Ag, Ta, Pb, and U targets. The detection 

apparatus consisted of a simple transmission detector. A method is 

presented which eliminates the effects of multiple interactions in 

the targets which were typically half an interaction-length thick. 

Elemental production cross sections, a(Z), were measured for Z = 13 to 

25. Measured charge-changing cross sections, a !::.Z ~ 1 , and derived 

mass-changing cross sections, aM ~ 1 , are presented for each target. 

The a(Z) factor into a tenn which depends only on the target and a 

term which depends only on the fragment observed. The a t:.Z ~ 1 and 

aM ~ 1 follow a simple geanetric behavior. The cross section for the 

rerroval of one proton from 'the 5 6Fe projectile is enhanced for the 

heavier targets. This effect is described by a model assuming Coulomb 

dissociation. The a(Z) for 56Fe on the H target are canpared to the 

semiempirical formulae of Silberberg and Tsao. 
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KEY ID'RDS 

NUCLEAR REACI'IONS H( 56Fe,X), Li( 56Fe,X), Be( 56Fe,X), C( 56Fe,X), 

S( 56Fe,X), Cu( 56Fe,X), Ag( 56Fe,X), Ta( 56Fe,X), 

Pb( 56Fe,X), U( 56Fe, X), X= Al to Mn, measured 

elemental prcxluction cross sections; measured 

charge-changing cross sections and derived mass 

changing cross sections. Iron fragmentation cross 

sections, relativistic heavy ions, thick target 

corrections, coulomb dissociation. 
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I. INTRODUCI'ION 

The fragmentation of light nuclei (A ~ 16) at relativistic energies 

(1-2 GeV/nucleon) has been studied extensively and several quallitative 

features have been established. 1- 6 The fragments produced maintain 

most of their initial longitudinal velocity and the interactions have 

been described as dominantly peripheral. The rromentum distributions of 

the fragments in the projectile rest frame are typically Gaussian, 

depend on the fragment, and are relatively independent of target mass and 

incident energy. The fragment production cross sections are also energy 

independent and can be factored into beam-fragment and target tenns. 

These measurements have provided the basis for theoretical studies of 

th . . f h" h 1 11" . ?-lO Th e mteract1on process o 1g -energy nuc ear co 1s1ons. ese 

cross sections have also been applied to quantitative calculations of 

cosmic ray propagation; for example, see Garcia~oz et a1.
11 

With the recent acceleration of iron to relativistic energies at 

the Bevalac, the direct measurement of the astrophysically interesting 

fragmentation of iron is now r:ossible. Presented here are the first 

iron fragmentation results using iron beams accelerated to relativistic 

energies. Using a si.rrple transmission detector system, production cross 

sections for elements from z = 13 to Z = 25 were measured for a variety 

of targets ranging from H to U. In addition, the charge-changing 

(a L1Z ~ 1) and mass-changing (oM ~ 1) cross sections were extracted. 

The mass-changing cross sections can be applied directly to ~lculations 

of cosmic ray propagation. The elemental production cross sectionE can 

be used to i.rrprove the saniernpirical parameterizations of isotope 

production cross se~ions that enter into cosmic ray calculations. 

Presented in Section II is a description of the experimental 
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apparatus. In Section III the data reduction technique is discussed. · 

Results and systematic-s are presented in Section IV. Section V contains 

comparisons with other data and with the semiernpirical formulae of 

Silberberg and Tsao. 12 

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

A. Apparatus 

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 

apparatus consisted of a beam definition module and an effective charge 

identification module. Each module was composed of lithium-drifted 

silicon detectors. The detectors were 3 rnm thick and had 1500 rrm2 

active area (44 nm diameter). The beam definition module contained two 

detectors and the effective charge module contained four detectors. 

The targets used were typically half a mean free path in thickness. 

Cross sections for a hydrogen target were obtained by a subtraction of 

C from CHz targets. The targets used and their thicknesses are given in 

Table I. 

A beam of approximately 10 3 particles/sec was focused on the appar

atus. The beam spot was limited on the beam definition module by an 

active collimator. The collimator consisted of a plastic scintillator 

with a 1 em diameter hole centered on the beam definition module. The 

scintillator operated as an anti00incidence tag. ·The lower thresh-

old of the scintillator discriminator was set just below the signal from 

the beam. This setting prevented backscattered particles from producing 

an anticoincidence for otherwise good events. 

Emulsion studies13 of the fragmentation of Fe have shown that at 

: 
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1.88 GeV/nucleon the projectile-like fragments with z ~ 3 are limited to 

a narrow cone in the forward direction with an opening angle of about 3° • 

The effective charge module subtended a maximum angle from the beam axis 

ranging from 7° for beam particles interacting near the front edge of the 

target to 20° for interactions near the back edge of the target. Thus, the 

experiment was capablt! of measuring both the fragmentation cross section 

for the incident beam and the pl.oduction cross sections for the high-Z 

fragrrents of the ream. 

Since many of the interactions studied here prcxluced several 

charged products, the effective charge module had several particles 

passing through it simultaneously. Particles with energies of 1-2 GeV/ 

nucleon are ~imum ionizing, so that the response of each silicon counter 

to a given particle was proportional to its charge squared. Therefore 

the effective charge nodule measures an effective charge, Z*, given by 

Z* = 0:: z. 2) 1/2 
. 1 

1 

where Zi is the charge of a given particle and the sum is over all 

charged particles passing through the module. 

(1) 

If one of the particles passing through the nodule has a charge much 

larger than the remaining particles, its charge dominates the sum of 

squares. This effect is tenned the leading charge effect .and allows the 

association of Z* with the dominant charge. 

B. Electronics 

Each silicon detector was connected to a dual-gain charge-sensitive 
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preamplifier. The data presented in this paper were taken in the low 

gain mcx:1e. The analog signals were sent to separate linear amplifiers 

and analog-to-digital converters which relayed the digitized pulse 

height information to a PDP 11/45 computer through a CAMAC interface. 

The data were stored event-by-event on magnetic tape and the final analysis 

was done off-line on a CDC 7600 computer. 

A good event was defined by a fast coincidence ( ~ 20 nsec) between 

the two detectors in the beam definition nodule. In addition, standard 

pileup rejection and dead time circuitry were employed to ensure the 

selection of single events. The only events analyzed were those where an 

acceptable beam particle was defined. Thus an absolute measure of the 

dead time was not necessary. 

III. DATA REDUCTION 

This section describes the major steps involved in the extraction 

of the cross sections given in Sec. IV. Because several of the techniques 

are new, the presentation is lengthy and detailed. Those rrore inter-

ested in the final results may want to proceed to Sec. IV. 

A. Charge Identification 

The calibration of the charge response of each counter (two beam 

defining and four fragment measuring) was accomplished by using the 6E 

signals from uninteracted iron projectiles passing through the counters. 

The charge response was substantial! y higher when a target was in place 

than when no target was used. This effect is attributed to delta ray 

production in the target adding to the 6E signal observed. The effect 

-, 
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was largest for the lighter targets and was of the order of a 5% increase 

in pulse height. The response of each counter to uninteracted iron 

projectiles was normalized to the projectile charge for each target. 

Charge definition in roth the beam defining and fragment measuring 

nodules was accomplished by a multiple fill measurerrent. An average effec

tive charge, Z, was defined by 

D z. 
I: 1 

i=l a;2 

z = 1 

D 1 (2) 
1:: G,L 

i=l 1 

where Z . and a. are the measured charge and charge resolution of the i th 
1 1 

counter, respectively, and Dis the number of counters used. In addition, 

the consistency of the charge identification, x2
, was expressed as 

D 
xz = .E 

i=l 

( z. - z) 2 

' 1 
a. 

1 

(3) 

Beam particle definition was accomplished with two detectors by re-

quiring both that the average charge be within 0.45 charge units of the 

projectile and that x 2 be less than 20. 'l'his definition eliminated ~s% of 

the events. The charge resolutions of' the h-10 beam defining counters were 

0.12 and 0.17 charge units respectively. A comparison of target-out to 

target-in results showed that backward scattered particles from the target 

did not affect the beam definition. 
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B. Zero Detector Thickness Extrapolation 

In order to account for reaction losses in the four fragment 

measuring counters, a charge identification and consistency check was 

done separately for the first two counters as a unit, the first three 

counters as a unit, and all four counters as a unit. Thus for each 

event satisfying the beam particle definition requirements, an average 

charge and a x 2 was assigned for 2, 3, and 4 consecutive detector 

identifications. A typical charge spectrum for four consecutive detector 

identifications using a carbon target is shown in Fig. 2. The peaks 

corresponding to leading charges down to 13 are clearly separable. 

These peaks were integrated to produce the number of events within a 

certain effective charge range that had a good x2 after passing through 

2, 3 or 4 consecutive detectors. The results were then corrected for 

target-out background. 

The x2 cuts were chosen to eliminate background. Since the number 

of degrees of freedan varies with the number of consecutive detectors 

used, the x2 cuts were chosen to eliminate a constant percentage of the 

data. The x2 cuts used were 6. 63, 9. 21, and 11.34 for 2, 3, and 4 

consecutive detectors, respectively. These values correspond to the 

99% value of a x2 distribution for 1, 2, and 3 degrees of freedom . 

The requirerrent that an event with a given effective charge meet 

the x2 criteria for 2, 3, and 4 consecutive detectors led to an observ

able attenuation in the number of particles versus the number of 

consecutive detectors. In order to obtain the actual number of particles 

within a given effective charge range that exited the target ( and 
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entered the detector stack), it was necessary to extrapolate to zero-

detector thickness. Two slightly different algorithms were used for 
, 

this extrapolation but both used the assumption that the attenuation 

was given by the expression 

(4) 

where n. is the number of particles that have traversed D. (= i + 1) 
l l 

oonsecilti ve detectors, n
0 

is the number that originally entered the 

detector stack, and a* is the attenuation constant per detector. Note 

also that if the decrease in the number of particles is an irreversible 

loss process, the attenuation should have the property that the decreases 

have a Poisson distribution. Hence in the first algorithm it was assurred 

that the independent experirrental differences (ni - ni+l) have the 
. -a* 

expectation value and variance of ni (1 - e ) . A minimization of the 

statistic 

-a 2 a (n - n e *) (n -n e- *) 2 

2 l + _ .... 3 ____..2 __ _ 

n (1-e -a*) n (1-e -a*) 
l 2 (5) 

yielded a* and its associated error. This best fit value for a* was then 

used to detennine "o. and ( ono 2 ) via the equations 

< on 2 > 1/2 = ! < ~ 2 >112 
0 3 ua* (6) 
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The second algorithm was less stringent and was used if any of the 

differences (ni - ni+l) were negative. In this algorithm it was assUmed 

that the three experimental points were independent measurements with 

standard statistical errors. Thus, the parameters a* and n
0 

and their 

associated errors were determined from the simultaneous minimization of 

the statistic 

with on . 2 =n .. 
l l 

( 
-a*Di) 

3 n. -n
0 
.. e . = I __ l ________ __ 

i=l on. 2 
l 

2 

(7) 

The values for a* ranged from~ 0.07 for Z- 26 to~ 0.15 for Z = 13. 

The extrapolated values were approximately 15 - 35% greater than the 

number of good events in two consecutive detectors. 

The two final steps in the extrapolation were the incorporc3:tion of 

counting statistics into the error on n
0 

and the extraction of the 

calibration constant k. The calibration constant corrects for the elim-

ination of good events and was obtained fran the equation 

(8) 

where Nbeam is the number of beam particles in a run with target-out (TO) 

(as detennined by the beam-definition nodule) and (n
0

) ZD,TO is the zero 

detector thickness extrapolated (ZD) number of beam particles for the 

same TO configuration. For this experiment, k had the value 1.05. With 
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this value for k, the final values for n and ( on 2 )~ are given by the 
0 0 

equations 

(9a) 

and 

(9b) 

Note that it is the second term of equation (9b) that incorporates 

counting statistics into the extra{X)lation procedure. 

Recall that the X2 cuts for charge identification were chosen to 

eliminate, in principle, only 1% of the valid events. The empirically 

based calibration constant, k, has the value 1.05. We attribute the 

difference between k and 1.01 to non-Gaussian tails in the'resolution 

function for effective charge. 

C. Thick Target Correction 

As noted earlier, the target thicknesses were chosen such that 

approximately half of the particles entered the detector mcdules with a 

charge different from the beam's. That is, if p(n) r= i?e-n/n!) is the 

probability for n charge-changing interactions while traversing such a 

target, then p (o) ~ 1/2, or equivalently, n ~ ln2. This value for n 
means that approxima.tely 15% of the fragments come from 2 or more inter-

actions in the target. The correction for this thick target effect and 

the proper assignment of the errors introduced are discussed in the 

following section. 

The fonnalism adopted for the removal of the effects of multiple . 
interactions 'involves many of the concepts used in slab model calculations 
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. 14 15 
for cosmic ray propagation. ' However, · in the cosmic ray calculations 

it is assumed that the cross sections are known and the total anount of 

target material is the unknown. In this experiment, the target material 

is measured while it is the cross sections that are unknown. This 

difference introduces some complexity into the analysis but doesn't 

change the formal description. Let N. (x) represent the m.nnber of particles 
l 

of type i that have traversed x gm/cm
2 

of target material, then, subject 

to the approximations given below, the equation for the change inN. (x) . l . 

as a function of x is just 

(10) 

where a. is the mass-changing cross section for the i -th type, a. . is the 
l . ~ 

total production cross section for the i-th type from the interactions 

of the j-th type, and It\:r is the mass of the target material. Equation 

(10) is a continuity equation for the propagation through a uniform slab 

of material under the following assmnptions: 

1) The interactions that produce the fragments of interest are 

velocity preserving, i.e. the velocity shifts observed by Greiner et al. 
2 

are negligible. 

2) The traversal time between target and detectors for unstable 

particles is much smaller than the mean decay time, which is true for all 

particle-stable nuclei. 

3) There are no losses due to scattering outside of the solid 

angle subtended by the detectors. 
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4) The cross sections are independent of energy as obseJ:Ved by 

Lindstrom et al. 3 or, equivalently, that the cross sections are energy-

averaged. 

Equation (10) can be viewed as an ordinary differential equation 

for the column vector 

especially if one introduces the matrix M whose entries are defined by 

the equation 

M. I= 
1] [ 

-cri/filr, if i = j, 

crij/IT\r,, if i 4= j and j produces i; 

l 0, otherwise 

With these definitions, equation (10) becomes 

(11) 

(12) 

Under assurrption (4), M is independent of x, so that the solution to 

equation (12) has the fonn 

ti = exp (Mx) ~ (13) 
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where N is the initial column vector and the matrix exp (Mx) is defined 
0 

via the standard exponential pcMer series. Note that, by ordering the 

species by increasing mass number, equation (11) shows that M becomes 

upper triangular with loss te.rms on the diagonal and production te.rms 

above. This ordering also means that the column vector Na has the entries 

= ( 0, if i =I= n 
(N ) . f . o 1 NB, or 1 = n, (14) 

where NB is the number of beam particles and n is the number of raws and 

columns of M. 

Equation ( 13) is central to roth the extraction of the cross sections 

and the assignment of errors. Note that in this experiment the measured 

quantities are NB' x, and the sum of all Ni 1 s that have the same charge, 

i.e. the various n 1 s of equation (9), while the unknown cross sections .o 

are contained in the argument of the exponential. MJreover, the matrix 

M contains rrore entries for two different reasons. First, it contains 

the cross sections for l::bth the beam and its fragments. Secondly, it 

contains the cross sections for the production and destruction of isotopes, 

not elements. The procedure adopted to cope with the first problem was 

to treat as known all cross sections that do not directly involve the 

fragmentation of the primary beam; or, equivalently, to treat as unknown 

only the cross sections that would be measured with a thin target. The 

second problem was handled by collapsing the matrix of isotopes into a 

matrix o;f elements. Details of this procedure are given below. 
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The generation of the "known" cross sections was greatly aided by 

the existence of semiernpirical formulae for interactions with hydrogen 

and the fact that the production cross sections for nuclear interactions 

with heavier targets are proportional to those of hydrogen. 3 However, 

for the higher Z targets and for single nucleon renoval, the process of 

relativistic coulomb dissociation also contributes to the rate of 

f 
. 9 ragmentation. Thus, it was assumed that the known cross sections for 

T a target T, a. . , had the fonn 
lJ 

(J •• 
lJ 

= Y 1 a . . H + cr .. coul 
T lJ lJ 

(15) 

'INhere Y,T-; denotes the proportionality constant, a . . H denotes the semi
lJ 

. 12 Ooul empirical cross sect1on for a hydrogen target, and a. . denotes the 
lJ 

contribution from coulomb dissociation. Input assumptions for yT1 were 

iterated until the input and output values were identical. Note that 

yT1 is defined to be Yr/YH' 'INhere yT is the target factor and YH is the 

hydrogen target factor (target factors are defined in Sec. IV) . The 

procedure used to obtain a . . Coul involved both an estimate of the total 
lJ 

photoabsorption cross section via the Weizsacker-~..Yilliams method and a 

self-consistent determination of the mean branching ratio for proton 

emission. See Appendix A for details. 

The generation of the "known" mass-changing cross sections were also 

aided by systematics. In this case, our experimental charge-changing 

cross sections were parameterized using the Bradt-Peters form
16 

(16) 
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using an effective A of 0.089 for the hydrogen target. To build equation 

(16) into a Illi3.Ss-changing cross section requires the addition of the 

cross section for neutron loss by either fragmentation or coulomb 

dissociation. That is, the i -th Illi3.ss-changing cross section was assuned 

to have the form 

a. = nr 2 (A_l/3 + A. 1/3 - b) 2 
l 0 -~ l 

(17) 

where the second term is the contribution from fragmentation (£ denotes 

other isotopes having the same Z as i) and the third tenn is the coulomb 

contribution (i1 denotes an isotope with one less neutron than i). 

In principle, the collapse of the Illi3.trix to elements should be 

performed after the exponentiation of equation (13). In practice, an 

approximation was introduced so that a collapse could take place prior to 

the exponentiation. This earlier collapse significantly reduced 

computing costs but retained Im.lch of the effect of the thick target. The 

actual prescription for the collapse was to assume that within a given 

element the fractional abundance of one of its isotopes could be approx-

irnated by the expression 

__ a j ,Fe56 w. 
J L:al 

j,Fe56 

(18) 

where the sum in the denarnin?tor of equation (18) runs only over the 
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isotopes of the given element and where aj ,Fe56 denotes the evaluation 

of equation (15) for the direct production of the j-th isotope from 56Fe. 

In this way the production cross section for the I -th element from the 

J-th element, or equivalently, the collapsed matrix ~J' becomes 

2: M .. W. . lJ J 
J 

(19) 

where the double sums range only over the isotopes belonging to I and J. 

Note that the tenns that contribute to ~J are not all of the Sam:! sign. 

This partial cancellation is the algebraic equivalent of converting a 

mass-changing cross section into a charge-changing cross section~ Note 

also that in order to separate the behavior of the primary beam from its 

fragments, separate "element" groups were created for the 56Fe beam and 

the set of all lighter isotopes of iron (denoted Fe) . In this way, 

equation (19) was used to create a 15xl5 matrix for the 13 elements from 

Al to Mn, the Fe,e group, and the primary beam. Lastly, note that the 

error made by collapsing before exponentiation was studied by comparing 

the production cross sections obtained from the two procedures. This 

study showed the cross sections differed by approximately one per cent. 

By expanding each procedure in powers of the target thickness, one can 

shaw the difference is small because the approximation properly treats 

the lowest order term of the tertiary contributions. 

In acoordance with the conventions established for Mi j , the last 

column of ~J contains the cross sections that directly involve the 

primary beam, i.e .J M:rnl oontains the param:!ters that are varied to yield 

a solution to equation (13). Recall that the zero-detector extrapolation 
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procedure gave values for the total number of particles exiting the 

target with a given charge. Thus equation (13) represents 14 separate 

equations. The 14 free parameters (f1 , ... ,fn-l) were chosen to be dimen

sionless scale factors to the 13 elemental prcxiuction cross sections that 

directly involve the bearn plus a scale factor to the mass-changing cross 

section for the primary beam. £!lore e}..'Plicitly, let M~J(f1 , ... ,fn-l) be 

the matrix defined by 

~ , if J + 56Fe 

f f~J , if J 4 56 
Fe, I t Fe# 

l 
~J , if J ~ 5 6Fe, I ~ Fe::;l: 

f M l. f J ~ 5 6Fe 
J-1 JJ' 

(20) 

Then the 14 f 's are uniquely detennined by the transcendental equations 

NI = [exp(M
1

x))InNB ' if I = 1, ... ,n-2 

n 

[exp(M1 x)]InNB, otherwise. I N = n-1 
I=n-1 

Beginning with equation (2lb), which yields f 1 , the equations were n-

(2la) 

(2lb) 

solved by a regula falsi method which took advantage of the fact that 

the I-th equation only involved fi and the previously determined 

fi+l' ... ,fn-l for heavier fragments. The o{Z) are then found by scaling 

the entries of the last column of M by the appropriate fi. By scaling 

the last entry of the last column the aM ;;;.: 1 are obtained while the 

# 
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a t:.Z ~ 1 are found by combining the a !:.A ~ 1 with the next-to-last entry. 

Although not imnediately obvious from this fo:rmulation, it can be shown 

that the at:.Z ~ 1 are sensitive only to the ratio of incoming to outgoing 

iron particles. 

The self-consistency of the thick target correction was established 

in two stages. First, for each target the measured charge-changing cross 

section was used to calculate the mean mnnber of interactions. Secondly, 

artificial cross sections were obtained by assuming all of the observed 

fragments were pure secondaries of the primary beam. The resulting dif-

ferences from the actual results were then shown to be completely cons is-

tent with the fraction of fragments expected to arise from rrore than one 

interaction. 

The associated errors on the cross secions were derived from the 

rather involved matrix manipulations discussed in Appendix B. The 

errors represent the full propagation of the effects of 30% errors in 

12 
the input production cross sections for a hydrogen target, 7% errors 

in the input charge-changing cross sections, and 30% errors in the input 

Coulomb dissociation cross sections, as well as the errors from the extra-

polation to zero detector thickness. Note that the assigned error on the 

charge-changing cross sections was obtained from the observed deviations 

from the parameterization of equation (16). The assigned error on the 

Coulomb dissociation cross section was estimated from its sensitivity 

to various input assumptions (see Appendix A} . 
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Til. RESULTS AND SYSTEMATICS 

A. Elemental Production Cross Sections 

The elemental production cross sections, cr(Z), for elements with 

Z = 13 to 25 produced from a relativistic 5 6Fe beam are given in Table 

II and Fig. 3 for 10 different targets. The H target cross sections 

were obtained by subtracting the cross section for a C target fran those 

for a CH2 target. These cross sections are averaged over the energy loss 

in the thick targets. This energy loss was typically 0.15 GeV/nucleon, 

but ranged up to 1.00 GeV/nucleon for the Ta target. The energy loss of 

the 1. 88 GeV /nucleon 5 6Fe beam for each target is given in Table I. 

Corrections were made to the cross sections for target-out background, 

zero detector thickness extrapolation, and multiple interactions in the 

thick targets (see Sec. III). The stated errors include contributions 

from all of the above effects. 

The distribution of elemental production cross sections for each 

target is generally nearly flat. No odd-even Z effects are visible. 

Exceptions to the general trend of flatness occur in the form of enhance-

rnent in the range Z = 13-17 and near Z = 25 for the heavier targets. The 

turnup at Z = 25 represents the Coulomtrenhanced removal of one proton 

from the projectile. This process depends on the charge of the target 

nucleus. The enhancement in the Z = 13-17 region can be attributed to 

the weakening of the leading charge effect. For heavy targets, this 

breakdown could be due to the production of rnul tiple heavy fragments as 

f . . . 1 . 13 seen or Fe mteractions m emu s1on. 

In previous work3 with C and 0 projectiles, it was found that for 

fragments with rrore than one nucleon rerroved, the production cross 
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F 
sections, oBT, could be factored into a tenn aT which depend~ only 

on the target, and a tenn c{ which depended on the fragment and the beam. 

This empirical factorization was expressed as 

(22) 

Since the o(Z) for Z = 25 and the range Z = 13-17 are enhanced in 

the case of heavy targets, these cross sections were excluded from those 

used to detennine the y T and y~. F 
Hence, the y B and y T factors were 

obtained by minimizing the equation 

x2 = I (a~ - YTY~) 2/oa~ 2' (23) 

T,F 

where T ranged over all targets but F was restricted to the range ZF = 18-

24. Note that the forin of equation (22) allows for an arbitrary no:rma-

1 . . f th f dan "th . 3 ~ 17 th" 1zat1on of one o e actors. In accor ce Wl convention, lS 

freedom is removed by assuming that yT for the carbon target is 1.92. 

The resulting target factors and their associated errors are given in 

Table III and Fig. 4. 

The target factors can be fit by both a power law in the target mass 

number 1\r and by a linear relationship to (J\r 113 + ~l/3 - b). r.bre 

explicitly, if the target factor has the form 

(24) 
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then the best·fit values are a= 1.272 ± 0.044 and d = 0.177 ± 0.010 with 

a x2 of 9.9 for 8 degrees of freedom. The straight line in Fig. 4 

corresponds to this fit. Similarly, if the target factor has the form 

YT = c (~1/3 + ~1/3- b), (25) 

then the best fit values are c = 0.390 ± 0.024 and b = 1.2 ± 0.3 with a 

x2 of 5. 8 for 8 degrees of freedom. The curved line in Fig. 4 corresponds 

to this second parameterization. 

Recall that factorization failed to hold for the production of Mn 

(Z = 25) fragments (see Fig. 3). This failure results from the excitation 

and fragmentation of the projectile nucleus via its absorption of virtual 

photons from a target nucleus. 9 
As discussed in Section II and Appendix 

A, a sernierrpirical rrodel was used to compute the enhanced production of 

5 5Mn (and 5 5Fe) via this process. This rrodel assumed that the total 

photoabsorption cross section could be reliably estimated (to within 30%), 

but that the average branching ratio for proton emission had to be 

obtained from the data. Thus it was assumed that the Mn production cross 

section for a target T had the form 

(26) 

where y T is the target factor from Table III, o~ul is the calculated 

photoabsorption cross section for producing 5 5Mn, and where the two 

parameters are yMn (the Mn fragment factor) and r (the mean branching 
p 

ratio for protons) . Values and error estimates for these parameters 

were obtained by minimizing the quantity 
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X 2 = I [ a~bs (Mn) - aT (Mn) ] 2 

T [ ( oaTb (Mn) ) 2 + cSaT (Mn) 2 ] 
0 s 

T where a b (Mn) is the observed cross section, 
0 s oaTb (Mn) is its 

0 s 

asSociated error, and oaT (Mn) is given by the expression 

oaT (Mn) 2 = (yMn) 2 oy 2 + r 2 ( 00TCoul ) 2 
T p 

(27) 

(28) 

Coul Coul Note that oaT was taken to be a constant 30% of aT • ·Also, note that 

equation (28) appears in the denominator of equation (27) because varia-

tions in equation (26) are comparable to the experimental uncertainties. 

The eleven independent targets of Table I were used in the minimi-

zation of equation (27). The resulting best fit values were r = 0.28 ±. 
p 

0.06 and yMn = 85.0 ± 4.9 with a x 2 of 13 for nine degrees of freedom. 

The value for rp is consistent with an estimate of Weinstock and Halpern18 

and with experimental values for nearby nuclei. 19 The comparison of rrodel 

and experiment is shown in Fig. 5. Note particularly that for the 

heaviest targets the enhancement represents a doubling of the cross 

section expected from the fragmentation systematics. 

B. Charge-changing and Mass-changing Cross Sections 

The charge-changing cross section, a !::,.Z ;;;;;: 1 , is defined to be the 

cross section for the renoval of at least one charge from the projectile. 

The rreasured charge-changing cross sections for a relativistic 5 6Fe beam 

on 10 different targets are given in Table IV and Fig. 6. The charge-
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changing cross sections contain the same energy averaging and experimental 

corrections as the elemental production cross sections. The errors 

given contain contributions fran these effects. 

Another quantity related to a t::,z ~ 1 is the mass-changing cross 

section, aM~ 1 , which is defined as the cross section for rerroving at 

least one nucleon. This cross section can be found from a !::,Z ~ 
1 

by 

adding in the contribution from neutron loss that could not be measured 

in this exper.iment (see Sec. III). These values are also presented in 

Table IV and Fig. 6. The stated errors include errors in the added 

neutron loss contribution as well as those from the charge-changing cross 

sections. 

The Bradt-Peters form of equation (16) was used to fit both the 

measured charge-changing and the derived mass-changing cross sections. 

For a t::,z ~ 1 and for all targets other than hydrogen, the best fit para

meters were r = 1.35 ± 0.02 fm and b = 0.83 ± 0.12 with a x2 of 20 for 
0 

7 degrees of freedan. Similarly, for oM~ 1 , the best fit parameters 

were r = 1.47 ± 0.04 fm and b = 1.12 ± 0.16 with a x2 of 16. These fits 
0 

are shown in Fig. 6. 

V. COMPARISONS 

The measured elemental production cross sections for the fragmentation 

of 1. 88 GeV /nucleon 5 ~e on a H target can be compared to the semi

empirical model of Silberberg and Tsao. 12 This phenanenological 

mcx:iel has been fit to a large range of high energy proton-nucleus 

results. As shown in Fig. 7, one finds the ratio of measured to 

calculated cross sections is generally greater than unity. The weighted 
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average of these ratios is 1.12 with a standard deviation of 0.27 for 

Z = 18 to 25. Thus, the sernienpirical mcxiel is statistically consistent 

with the present experiment. Silberberg and Tsao hci.ve also made a 

preliminary attempt to parameterize production cross sections from 

nucleus-nucleus collisions. 20 However, as can be seen most clearly 

by comparing their form for the enhancement of one-nucleon rerroval 

with that seen in this experiment, further inprovement is needed to achieve 

reasonable agreement with experiment. 

A comparison can also be made with specific proton-nucleus 

experiments. Regnier21 has used the technique of mass spectrometry to 

study the reaction of 1. 05 and 24 GeV protons incident on a natural Fe 

target. CUmulative cross sections were measured for 3 8Ar and 3 9Ar and 

production cross sections for 36Ar and 42Ar were measured. Another 

proton-induced experiment was performed using mass spectrometry plus 

y-ray spectranetry on an ultrapure natural Fe target at 0.6 and 21 GeV 

by Perron. 22 Using the sernienpirical model of Silberberg and Tsao12 

to obtain the relative yields of isotopes within a given element, 

measurements equivalent to that of Regnier and Perron were generated. 

These comparisons are given in Tables VI and VII. Note that only if 

a cumulative cross section was both independent of the yield of the 

lighter isotopes of Fe and independent of significant contributions from 

the proton's interactions with other isotopes in the target was it used. 

In general, the present results fall between the lower and higher 

energy measurements of Regnier and Perron. 

Measured c~ge-changing and mass-changing cross sections for a 

23 hydrogen target can be carpared to the results of Renberg et al. 
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for proton-nucleus total inelastic cross sections. The proton induced 

inelastic cross section on an Fe target was measured at 230-550 MeV 

and at 2800 MeV. These cross sections show little energy dependence. 

Therefore, one can compare the present results at 1.88 GeV/nucleon. 

The a 6.Z ;;;::: 1 and aM ;;;::: 1 are l::oth within errors of agreeing with the 

average proton total inelastic cross section of 696 ± 7 mb. This 

agreement indicates that the total inelastic cross section is nearly 

equal to the fragmentation cross section for a H target. However, 

no such claim is being made for other targets. 

VI • CONCLUSIONS 

Many of the systematics observed in the previous C and 0 projectile 

'MJrk are confinned in the present Fe fragmentation. The elemental 

production cross sections factor into a target term and a beam-fragment 

term. These target factors can be parameterized by a power law in the 

umber 1 . 1 . h' . 1/3 1/3 target mass n , A.r, or a mear re ations 1.p 1.n A.r + ~ , 

where~ is the beam mass number. The derived power law exponent of 

0.177 ± 0. 010 is lower than the 0. 25 value found to be consistent with 

the C and 0 target factors. The measured charge-changing and extracted 

mass-changing cross sections follow a geometric behavior similar to the 

previous results. 

Whereas the hydrogen target factor follows the systematics of the 

other targets, the charge-changing and mass-changing cross sections for 

the hydrogen target do not. In Fig. 6 one can see that the hydrogen 

target cross sections fall significantly below the straight line. In 

order to bring the hydrogen target results into agreement with the 

. ~-
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systematics, an effective A.r of 0.089 rather than 1.0 can be used. 

The observed enhancement of one proton rerroval from the 5 6Fe 

projectile for the heaviest targets is explained in tenns of the 

projectile being excited by the absorption of a virtual photon from 

the target nucleus as was observed in the C and 0 fragmentation. Within 

the assurrptions of the model used to predict the enhancement, the mean 

branching ratio for proton emission was determined to be 0.28 ± 0.06. 

The present experiment is consistent with previous proton-nucleus 

results. The measured elemental production cross sections for the 

hydrogen target are higher than the predictions of the semiempirical 

model of Silberberg and Tsao by a factor of 1.12, but are still in 

statistical agreement. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix describes the means adopted to estimate the cross 

sections for the Coulomb dissociation of both the primary beam and its 

fragments. 

Essentially, the procedure is to follow the approach of Heckman and 

Lindstrom, 9 who showed that by using the Weizsacker-Williams method of 

virtual quanta, the cross section can be written in the fonn 

0: = ww (Al) 

where uv (w) is the photonuclear cross section at photon energy w 

(h = c = 1) ,N(w) is the number of virtual photons per unit energy,and w
0 

is the threshold for the photo process. Following the treatment of 

Jackson24 

N{w) = (2q2 /TiwS 2 )jxK
0

{x)K1 {x) 

- ( S2x 2 /2) (KI 2 (x) -K 0 
2 (x) ) j (A2) 

where x = wb . /yS, b . is the minimum inpact parameter, q is the charge nun nun 

on the particle "providing" the virtual photons, and the K' s are modified 

Bessel functions. Heckman and Lindstrom wrote bmin in tenns of the 10% 

BT 
charge density radius points of the beam and target (r 0 .l ' ) . They 

shmved that if the fonn 

B T 
bmin = rO.l + rO.l - d (A3) 
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were used with experimental data for av (w) and equation (A2) for N (w), 
·, 

then d had a value consistent with 0. Therefore, for this work, 

equation (A3) was used for brnin with the further assumption that d was 

negligibly small. 

Heckman and Lindstrom were able to use published photonuclear data 

for 12C and 160. In general, some phenomenological estimate is required. 

This estimate is aided by the fact that av is dominated by absorption at 

the giant dipole resonance. For intermediate and heavy nuclei a droplet 

. . . 25 
model for the giant d1pole resonance has been successful in reproducing 

the A dependence and energies of the resonance. This rrodel predicts 

that the resonance frequency, wGDR' is given by the expression (eq. (4.12) 

of ref. 25 with rn ~ rn*) 

8J ( l+E+3u- ) 
1 + U - l+E+U E 

(A4) 

where E = 0.0768, u = (3J/Q)A-l/3 , Q = 17 MeV, J = 36.8 MeV, R
0 

= r
0

A1/ 3 , 

r = 1.18 frn, rn* = 0. 7 rn , and rn = mass of nucleon. The model has less 
0 u .u 

success in quantitatively predicting the widths of the resonances so that 

' 26 
"reasonable" values of (5 ± 2) MeV had to be used. 

Taking maximum advantage of the relevant Stml rules and asstmling 

that the resonance has a Lorentz shape26 leads to the form 

a rn 
(AS) 
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27 
with om= oTm/(Tif/2). The Thoma.s-Reiche-Kuhn :::ross section, aTRK' 

is given by the equation 

OTRK = 60 (NZ/A) MeV mb (A6) 

The resonant frequency is given by equation (A4) and r = (5 ± 2) MeV. 

Equations (Al) , {A2) ·' and (AS) yield the total photoabsorption 

cross section, i.e. a cross section independent of the nodes of de-

excitation. Also, after taking into acconnt both the variations of the 

calculation as a function of the width r and the s:i.rrplicity of the nodel, 

each total absorption cross section was assigned an error of 30%. In 

order to use the equations for proton and neutron emission (assumed to 

be the only :i.rrportant nodes), one needs a way of estimating the branching 

ratios. For the incident beam, this estimate was done in a self-

consistent way using the enhanced production of Mn for heavy targets. 

That is, the assumed branching ratio for the (y ,p) reaction was varied 

nntil consistent with the observed enhancement {see Sec. IV) • For the 

secondary beams, an ad hoc fonn was chosen that reproduced the slope 

(near Fe) of the proton branching ratio curve of Weinstock and Halpern18 and 

that gave the value fonnd for the primary beam. In addition, it was 

assumed that the ratio {which is nonnally suppressed by the Coulomb effect) 

· -would not exceed the fraction of protons in the nucleus. The expression 

that incorporates all of these features is 

1 -bZ) rp = min l Z/A, ae (A7) 

with a= 1.95 and b = 0.075. 
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One technical point remains. Equation (A2) depends on kinetic 

energy while the cross sections were assumed to be energy independent. 

M:>reover, because the variable x of equation (A2) depends on y8 and 

because of the significant energy losses given in Table I, there can 

be a 20% variation in the density of virtual photons between the front 

and back of the target. To minimize this effect, an average production 

location was used. For the targets involved in this experiment, the 

average location of a primary's interaction was approxiroa.tely half the 

full target thickness, while the average location of a secondary's 

interaction was approxin'.ately two-thirds. Thus, for the primary beam, 

energy loss tables were userl to a:mpute the kinetic energy /nucleon 

at the half-thickness. The resulting values of 8 and y were used in 

equations (Al) and (A2) and yielded the total cross sections given: iri· 

Table Al. For the secondary beams, the "recipe" was slightly rrore 

involved because part of the energy loss takes place while a primary. 

In this case the kinetic energy at the tw:>-thirds thickness point was 

corrpUted by COillbining the energy loss of the primary at the half

thickness point with the additional energy loss of the secondary while 

traversing the remaining one-sixth distance. The resulting values of 

8 and y were then used in equation (A2). 

APPENDIX B 

This appendix describes the detailed manipulations involved in 

obtaining proper error assignments for the cross sections. 

Recall that the cross sections arise from the (n-1) transcendental 

equations given in equation (21) of the text. In order to achieve a 
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greater conciseness of presentation, it is convenient to introouce the 

(n-1) x n matrix D defined by the relation 

1, if i = j 

D .. = 1, lJ it i = n-1 and j=n (Bl) 

0, otherwise 

Using this definition, equation (21) can also be written as 

(B2) 

Also, variations in the f' s can be obtained from the equation 

(B3) 

In the scalar case o (exp m x) = xom exp (m x), and the analog to equation 

(B3) is easily manipulated. However, for matrices this is not I_X)ssible 

because oM1 and M1 do not commute. 28 If the perturbation is ~11 

enough to expand in powers of OM1 then as shown in ref. 28, 

I X I I 1 

( 
M x) ~ J e M (x-x ) M x1 

o e oM1 e dx1 • 
0 (B4) 

Next, reexpress OM1 as the sum of three matrices. That is, let 



and 

/':,. = 1 

·f:. 
2 

n-1 --
0 

n-1 

0 
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. 
(f 

2
-1) oM 

2 
. 

n- n- ,n 

Of M n-2 n-2,n 

0 

of 1 M n- nn 

n 

n 

where M is the matrix of the "known" cross sections and oM is the 

associated error matrix. Also, using the summation convention for 

indices other than n, define the (n-1) by (n-1) matrix BII1 ,. by the 

expression 

(BS) 

(B6) 

(B7) 
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( X [ M
1 (x~x1 

)] ,. M
1 x1

] N dx; 
! Dii J e ii;~; n G nn B , 

j DI; J: [eM; (x-x;) Jl . M 'reM; x;l N dx;. l .... m ill.'.. -nn B ' 

0 

if I 1 =1, ... ,n-2 

if I 1=n-l 

and a colUIIU1 vector of length (n-1) by the equation 

Then substituting equation (B7) into (B4) and rearranging the tenns 

via equations (B8) and (B9) one obtains the equation 

(B8) 

(BlO) 

where the second term contains the effects of errors in the matrix of 

"known" cross sections. Returning to dimensional units means the 

variations in the I-th of the (n-1) deduced cross sections (in an2 /g) 

are given by 

I. 
o :!J: ~n + f± oMrrt 

ocr = 
I OM + Of M + n-l,n n-1 1nn 

,if I=l, ... ,n-2 

(Bll) 

Next, invoke the simplifying assumption of uncorrelated errors in ON and 
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oM. Then, by using equations (BlO) and (Bll), the diagonal tenns of the 

error matrix with I = 1, ... ,n-2 have the form 

( oo 2)= ,. (B-1) _ _M_ ]2 (ON 2) + f ;2 (oM_ 2) 
. I IK-rn K I · -Tn · 

+ (B-1) IK (B -1) IK' (~n)2 ( c.'< CK I ) (Bl2) 

- 2 (B- 1 ) _ _M_ f ( C ~ . ) • 
, IK-rn I , K --rn 

Similarly, the final term has the form 

( oon-l 2
) = [ B - 1 M ]2 ( ON 2 ) + f 2( oM 2 ) + ( OM 2 ) 

n-l,n-1 nn n-1 n··l nn n-l,n 

(Bl3) 
-1 

- 2 (B ) l 1M f l ( C Io M ) -n- ,n- nn n- n- nn 

- 2 (B - 1 ) M ( C OM ) 
n·-l,n-1 nn n-1 n-l,n 

when full advantage is taken of the upper trianglllar nature of M and B. 

Next, define a three-dimensional arra:y Cikl (related to CI) by the 

equation 

.z: [ M _(x-x
1

) J· [-M x'j 
Cikl = Dii . r e ik -::: ln NBdx' 

0 

and a t.v.o-dimensional array Gi< 1 by . the equation 
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_ x t. Itf (x-x' )J [ M x'J 
C-.,.,, - DK . { e . e N dx; 

l\J. 1 /_ 11 - . B ·o ~~ 

Substituting these definitions into equation (Bl2) gives 

- 2f:f1rn (B·-
1

) IK~I ( (OM +~ 1 ) In ~n ) 

Substituting into equation (Bl3) gives 

( ocr 1 z) = [ M (B -1) ] 2 ( ON 2 ) + f 2( OM 2) 
n- nn n-l,n-1 n-1 n-1 nn 

+ ( <SM. 2 ) + [ M (B -1) c ] 2(( OM +A ) 2 } 
n···l,n-1 nn n-l,n-1 n-l,lm u 1 1m 

- 2 f 2M (B - 1 ) G ( OM 2 ) 
n-1 nn n-l,n-1 n-l,n nn 

(Bl5) 

- 2 H (B- 1) G ( oM 2 ) 
nn · n-l,n-1 n-l,n-1 n-.J.,n 

The errors given in the text were obtained from equations (Bl4) 

and (Bl5) . Note that these equations express the error in the a's in 

tenns of the errors in N (i.e. from counting and extrapolation) and in 

terms of the errors in the "known" cross sections (assumed to be 30% 
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for the off-diagonal terms and 7% for the diagonal terms). 

Several technical }X>ints are in order. First, it was found that 

Simpson's rule for a nine-}X>int grid was sufficient to calculate the 

integrals of the exponentiated matrices. Also, the necessary terms 

were calculated. recursively from the first grid point. Lastly, in all 

cases requiring the determination of exp (Rx) for either a "large" R or 

x, use was made of the identity 

exp(Rx) n = [ exp (Rx/n) J • (Bl6) 

That is, if Rx were too big to permit rapid convergence of the power 

series, then a value of n was found so that exp (Rx/n) did rapidly 

converge. Equation (Bl6) was then used to recover exp (Rx). 
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TABLE I. Target thickness and energy loss in each target. 

Thickness Energy WSS 

Target (g/cm2) ( GeV /nucleon) 

CH2 4.65, 6.98 0.12, 0.18 

Li 5.42 0.10 

Be 7.15 0.14 

c 6.63 0.14 

s 12.1 0.24 

cu 33.9 0.60 

Ag 43.8 0. 72 

Ta 68.5 1.00 

Pb 43.2 0.60 

u 48.5 0.65 



Table II. Elemental production cross sections for 1.88 GeV/nucleon 56Fe beams in rnb. 

TA~GET H LI BE c s cu AG TA PB u 
z 

t3 25+/-10 50+/- 5 50+/- 7 83+/-ll 78+/-18 179+/-21 112+/-19 81+/-!Lt 191+/-37 307+/-79 1'1 31+/- q , ... ,_ 5 75+/- B '57+/-10 106+/-l't 72+/-11 158+/-20 115+/-20 119+/-22 169+/-23 15 22+/-10 57+/- 6 57+/- 8 59+/-10 50+/- 8 88+1-15 6'1+/-13 133+/-20 78+/-16 176+/-34 16 31+1-2'1 56+/- 6 63+/- 8 5'1+/-10 7'1+/-12 56+/-11 96+/-13 109+/-17 116+/-19 116+/-22 17 :?6+/-IT 38+/- " 5"1+/- T 53+/- 7 66+/-1'1 86+/-13 79+/-1'1 101+/-18 90+/-19 133+/-22 18 31+/- 9 55+/- 6 ')'f+/- 7 55•/- 9 7'++1-13 95+/-15 8'1+/-l't 100+/-18 73+/-15 113+/-1~ 19 36+/- 9 56+/- 5 65+/- T 52+/- 7 55+/-21 88+/-1'1 79+/-11 111+/-20 90•/-19 105+/-15 20 'fT+/-11 6"1+/- 6 68+/- 7 78+/-11 97+/-1'1 98+/-1'1 118+/-1'1 107+/-IT . 1'1'1+/-22 1'13•/-19 21 62+/-11 67+/- 6 71+1- 8 5't+/- 9 91+/-13 100+/-15 10'1+/-13 129+/-18 111+1-17 153+/-21 22 tl2+/-!3 75+/- 6 83+/- 9 87+/-11 6'1+/-10 10!+/-1'1 12'H/-16 152+/-19 1"18+/-22 95+/-16 I 23 60+/-11 88+/- 7 88+/- 9 100+/-11 86+/-12 121+/-15 117+/-15 150+/-19 1'12+1-20 181+/-27 w 2'1 80+1-13 98+/- 7 Ill+/- 9 12"1+/-13 128+/-16 1'19+/-16 218+/-21 206+/-22 2'12+/-25 20~+1-22 1..0 
I 25 127+/-2'1 1'11+/-18 156+/-21 181+/-27 250+/-22 219+/-20 280+/-23 '1'57+/-3'1 509+/-'10 6"16+/-42 
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Table III. Target factors, Yrni and fragrrent factors, F for a 1.88 yB, . 
.1 

GeV /nucleon 5 6Fe team. 

F 
Target YT Fragrrent YB 

H 1.40 ± 0.10 Ar 28.8 ± 1.3 r 

Li 1. 78 ± 0.04 K 29.8 ± 1.3 

Be 1.93 ± 0.07 Ca 37.8 ± 1.4 

c 1.92 ± 0.09 Sc 37.3 ± 1.4 

s 2.03 ± 0.13 Ti 41.0 ± 1.5 

Cu 2.63 ± 0.13 v 46.2 ± 1.5 

Ag 2.94 ± 0.14 Cr 60.7 ± 1.6 

Ta 3.36 ± 0.17 

Pb 3.31 ± 0.19 

u 3.40 ± 0.18 
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Table IV. Charge-changing cross sections, a !;,Z ~ 1 , and mass-changing 

cross sections, aM ~ 1, for 1. 88 GeV /nucleon 5 6Fe. 

0 t;,Z ~ 1 0M~ 1 

Target (b) {b) 

H 0.68 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.05 

Li 1.34 ± 0.03 1.43 ± 0.04 

Be 1.57 ± 0.03 1.67 ± 0.05 

c 1.56 ± 0.05 1.66 ± 0.06 

s 2.07 ± 0.08 2.22 ± 0.09 

Cu 2.71 ± 0.07 2.94 ± 0.10 

Ag 3.34 ± 0.08 3.71 ± 0.14 

Ta 4.34 ± 0.08 4.97 ± 0.20 

Pb 4.33 ± 0.15 5.10 ± 0.27 

u 5.02 ± 0.11 5.92 ± 0.29 
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Table v. Conparison of rreasured vs. calculated elerrental production 

cross sections, a(Z), for 1.88 GeV/nucleon 56Fe incident on 

a H target. The calculated cross sections were obtained 

using the semiempirical rrodel of Ref; 12 • 

a(Z) rreasured a(Z) calculated a (Z) measured 
a(Z) calculated 

z (mb) (rob) 

13 25 ± 10 17 1.47 ± 0 •. 59 

14 31 ± 9 22 1.41 ± 0.41 

15 22 ± 10 22 1.00 ± 0.45 

16 37 ± 24 29 1.28 ± 0.83 

17 36 ± 17 26 1.24 ± 0.59 

18 31 ± 9 39 0.79 ± 0.23 

19 36 ± 9 26 1.38 ± 0.35 

20 47 ± 11 35 1.34 ± 0.31 

21 62 ± 11 35 1.77± 0.31 

22 82 ± 13 67 1.22 ± 0.19 

23 60 ± 11 55 1.09 ± 0.20 

24 80 ± 13 90 0.89 ± 0.14 

25 127 ± 24 87 1.46 ± 0.28 
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Table VI. Comparison of the production cross sections for proton-induced 

fragnentation of Fe (Ref. 21) to those obtained in this exper-

irrent for Fe incident on a H target at 1. 88 GeV /nucleon. The 

cross section for the production of a specific isotope was 

found. using Ref. 12 to scale the appropriate a (Z). 

Cross Sections (mb) Equivalent 

Cross Section . Fraction ( s) 

Fragrrent at 1.05 GeV ·at 24 GeV at 1.88 GeV of o(Z)b 

36Ar 2.49 ± 0.32 1.37 ± 0.18 2.11 ± 0.61 0.068 

3aAra 18.2 ± 1.9 9.8 ± 1.3 18.3 ± 4.5 O.OOlO(S), 
0.044(Cl),0.486(Ar), 

39Ara 
0.042(K) ,8.1xl0-4 (Ca) 

9.02 ± 0.95 4.97 ± 0.65 5.7 ± 1.7 0.0097(Cl) ,0.174(Ar) 

42Ar 0.112±0.016 0.084±0.012 0.071±0.021 0.0023 

~otes an experimentally cumulative cross section which sums the yields 

of both the fragrrent and its short-lived parent isotopes. 

bRef. 12 has reen used to obtain the isotope fractions. In cases of cumu-

lative cross sections, fractions are given for each of the elements that 

·contributes. 
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Table VII. Conparison of the production cross sections for proton-induced 

fragmentation of Fe (Ref. 22) to those obtained in this exper-

brent for Fe incident on a H target at 1.88 GeV/nucleon. The 

cross section for the production of a specific isotope was 

found using Ref. 12 to scale the appropriate cr(Z). 

Cross Sections (mb) Equivalent 
Cross Section Fractiog(s) 

Fragment at 0.6 GeV at 21 GeV at 1.88 GeV of a (Z) 

4ssca 27.9 ± 1. 9 18.0 ± 1.9 30.1 ± 4.2 5.1.xl0-4(K), 0.02 3 
(Ca) ,0.369(Sc), 
0. 075 (Ti) 

4Gsc 8.45± 0.27 6.0 ± 0.5 7.9 ± 1.4 0.127 

4Bif 12.1 ± 1.3 16.1 ± 2.8 0.25l(V),O.Ol3(Cr 

49va 38. 0 ± 3. 0 18.6 ± 3.2 28.7 ± 4.6 0.419(V),0.045(Cr 

sov 18.0 ± 1.1 10.0 ± 1.6 10.0 ± 1.8 0.166 

s1v 6.8 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 0.5 0.0019(Ti),0.047 
(V) 

socr 27.2 ± 2.8 15.1 ± 2.4 18.1 ± 2.8 0.214(Cr) ,0.0074 
(:Mn) 

Slcra 43.8 ± 1.7 25.1 ± 3.2 31.8 ± 4.4 0.3?.8(Cr) ,.044 c. Mn} 

5 3Crd 11.8 ± 1.8 8.5 ± 1.7 6.6 ± Ll 0.0017(Vl,0.08l(C r) 

5 4)\IJn 33.3 ± 1.6 29.2 ± 2.7 39.2 ± 7.4 0.309(Mn) 

~enotes an experimentally cumulative cross section whicP sums the yields 

of both t."l1e fragment and its short-lived parent isotopes. 

b"1ef. 12 has reen used to obtain the isotope fractions. In cases of curm1-

lative cross sections, fractions are given for each of the clements that 

contributes. 
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Table Al. The calculated total photoabsorpt~on cross section for 1. 88 

GeV/nucleon 56Fe incident on various targets. 

Target 

H 

Li 

Be 

c 

s 

Cu 

Ag 

Ta 

Pb 

u 

a Parameters were f = 5 MeV, w = 10 MeV. 
0 

0 coul(mb) a 

2 

3 

7 

46 

130 

306 

629 

834 

1008 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 

Fig. 2 Effective charge spectnun for 1. 88 GeV/nucleon incident on a 

c target. 

Fig. 3 Measured elemental production cross sections for 1. 88 GeV I 

nucleon 5 6Fe incident on ten different target nuclei. The 

cross sections for each successive target are suppressed by a 

factor of 10. 

Fig. 4 Extracted target factors for fragments with Z = 18-24 from 

1. 8 8 GeV /nucleon 5 6Fe incident on ten targets. The straight 

line corresponds to a parameterization of the fonn yT = aA.r d. 

The curved line represents a parameterization of the fonn · 

yT = c(~l/3 + Anl/3 - b). See text for discussion of para-

meterizations. 

Fig. 5 Comparison of the Mn production cross sections for 1. 88 GeV I 

nucleon 5 6Fe incident on ten targets to the results predicted 

using the fragmentation systematics. The theo:ry shown is 

calculated assuming that the raroval of one proton from the 

projectile is enhanced by the Coulanb field of the 

target. 

Fig. 6 Mass-changing and charge-changing cross sections for 1.88 GeV/ 

nucleon 56Fe incident on 10 different targets. The straight 

lines correspond to parameterizations of the fonn 

o = rrr
0

2 (~113 + Anl/3 - b) 2as discussed in the text. 

Fig. 7 Ratio of the measured elemental production cross sections on a 

hydrogen target to those calculated using the semiempirical 
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.rrodel of Silberberg and Tsao.
12 

The dashed line shows the 

weighted average of 1.12 for fragments with Z =:= 18-25. 
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